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Unlike ordinary (continuous-tone)
images, a classification map typically
contains a relatively small number of
pixel values. Also, unlike in continuous-
tone images, numerically close pixel val-
ues do not necessarily represent similar
content. These properties make the
problem of compressing classification-
map-data differ from the problem of
compressing data from ordinary images.
Prediction is commonly used in loss-
less-compression schemes. In predictive
compression, pixels or other samples are
encoded sequentially on the basis of a
probability distribution estimated from
previously encoded samples. Context
modeling is often used in conjunction
with predictive compression. In context
modeling, each pixel or other sample to
be encoded is classified into one of sev-
eral contexts based on previously en-
coded samples. A context-modeling al-
gorithm maintains separate statistics for
each context and uses these statistics to
estimate and encode samples more ef-
fectively. Ideally, contexts are defined so
that different contexts contain sets of
pixels or other samples characterized by
substantially different statistics.
The present algorithm incorporates a
simple adaptive context modeler that
feeds into a binary interleaved entropy
coder. The algorithm operates on the
pixels of a classification map or other
image in raster scan order. A sequence
of binary decision bits is produced for
each pixel to indicate which, if any,
neighboring pixel(s) it matches. The en-
coder maintains probability-of-zero esti-
mates for these bits for each of the con-
texts. The interleaved entropy coder is
bit-wise adaptable, enabling the context
modeler to quickly adapt to changing
statistics in the image.
In tests, the present algorithm and
three prior general-purpose image-
data-compression algorithms were ap-
plied to five classification maps con-
taining from 4 to 32 different classes.
The four-class map is shown in the fig-
ure. The results of the tests showed
that the volumes of data generated by
the present algorithm ranged from 15
to 40 percent below those of the prior
algorithms.
This work was done by Hua Xie and
Matthew Klimesh of Caltech for NASA’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. 
The software used in this innovation is
available for commercial licensing. Please
contact Karina Edmonds of the California In-
stitute of Technology at (626) 395-2322.
Refer to NPO-45103. 
MAGIC is a software tool capable of con-
verting highly detailed 3D models from an
open, standard format, VRML 2.0/97, into
the proprietary DTS file format used by the
Torque Game Engine from GarageGames.
MAGIC is used to convert 3D simulations
from authoritative sources into the data
needed to run the simulations in NASA’s
Distributed Observer Network.
The Distributed Observer Network
(DON) is a simulation presentation tool
built by NASA to facilitate the simulation
sharing requirements of the Data Pres-
entation and Visualization effort within
the Constellation Program.  DON is
built on top of the Torque Game Engine
(TGE) and has chosen TGE’s Dynamix
Three Space (DTS) file format to repre-
sent 3D objects within simulations.
The DTS file structure is generally in-
tended to contain common game objects,
with less than ten thousand polygons
each, and if built using the standard
methods will break (fail to load or contain
corrupted geometry) after that amount.
MAGIC employs techniques to work
around the DTS limitations, allowing
for much more information to be suc-
cessfully represented with the DTS file
structure (millions of polygons).  This
ability opens up the Torque Game En-
gine to be used in applications where
such detail is needed. 
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Ensemble ReST is a software system
that eases the development, deploy-
ment, and maintenance of server-side
application programs to perform func-
tions that would otherwise be per-
formed by client software. Ensemble
ReST takes advantage of the proven dis-
ciplines of ReST (Representational State
Transfer — a style of software architec-
ture for such distributed hypermedia sys-
tems as the World Wide Web) and OSGi
(formerly, Open Services Gateway Initia-
tive — an industry standard for software
for connecting such devices as home ap-
pliances and security systems to the In-
ternet). ReST leverages the standardized
HTTP protocol to enable developers to
offer services to a diverse variety of
clients: from shell scripts to sophisti-
cated Java application suites.  
Ensemble ReST abstracts away com-
plexities associated with development of
server-side application programs, en -
abling programmers to focus more on
business logic than on server issues. It is
robust, scalable, and secure; capable of
serving dynamic as well as static content;
and extensible to provide additional func-
tionality. Services can be added, removed,
or updated on a server, without restarting
the server. Furthermore, the development
environment for these services (Eclipse
IDE) allows developers to debug the
server-side applications side-by-side with
the clients.  The framework enables rapid
prototyping and development of produc-
tion level ReSTlets that can be deployed
to support mission critical applications.
The rapid development cycle offered by
this framework has enabled the Maestro
team to develop and deploy many produc-
tion server-side applications to MER,
Phoenix, and MSL missions.  
This program was written by Khawaja S.
Shams, Jeffrey S. Norris, Mark W. Powell,
Thomas M. Crockett, David S. Mittman,
Jason M. Fox, Joseph C. Joswig, Michael N.
Wallick, Recaredo J. Torres, and Kenneth
Rabe of Caltech for NASA’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. 
This software is available for commercial li-
censing. Please contact Karina Edmonds of
the California Institute of Technology at
(626) 395-2322. Refer to NPO-45848.
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Data Management Applications for the Service Preparation
Subsystem
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California
These software applications provide
intuitive User Interfaces (UIs) with a
consistent look and feel for interaction
with, and control of, the Service Prepa-
ration Subsystem (SPS). The elements of
the UIs described here are the File Man-
ager, Mission Manager, and Log Monitor
applications. All UIs provide access to
add/delete/update data entities in a
complex database schema without re-
quiring technical expertise on the part
of the end users. These applications
allow for safe, validated, catalogued
input of data. Also, the software has
been designed in multiple, coherent lay-
ers to promote ease of code mainte-
nance and reuse in addition to reducing
testing and accelerating maturity.
The File Manager provides an inter-
face for interactively publishing data
input files to a relational SQL-compliant
database. It extracts/captures metadata
automatically for use in building and
maintaining the catalog of available
data. Also, File Manager visualizes the
data catalog in a tree format for easy use.
Mission Manager provides a single in-
terface to define critical parameters de-
scribing both flight-and ground-based
projects. Log Monitor provides access to
system events recorded in execution of
automatic generation of support data.
This interface is critical in identifying
events requiring attention/intervention
to meet mission requirements.
The applications comprising the SPS
User Interface Portal run on any platform
that supports Java Runtime Environment
1.4.2. The UIs can interact with any suit-
ably configured, SQL-compliant database,
and the content-driven nature of the UIs
allows them to be easily adapted to pres-
ent custom data. These applications are
highly portable, and were designed for au-
tomatic deployment as WebStart applica-
tions, which reduces the effort involved in
installing and updating these programs
across dozens of user workstations at vari-
ous physical locations.
This work was done by Ivy P. Luong,
George W. Chang, Tung Bui, Christopher
Allen, Shantanu Malhotra, Fannie C. Chen,
Bach X. Bui, Sandy C. Gutheinz, Rachel Y.
Kim, Silvino C. Zendejas, Dan Yu, Richard
M. Kim, and Syed Sadaqathulla of Caltech
for NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
This software is available for commercial li-
censing. Please contact Karina Edmonds of
the California Institute of Technology at
(626) 395-2322. Refer to NPO-45021.
MAGIC can handle models of nearly
limitless complexity (millions of polygons
with complex scene structures) and save
the information into a single DTS file to be
used within a DON simulation.  MAGIC
also handles every other aspect of simula-
tion conversion (texture map conver-
sion/creation, support file generation,
mission folder, and hierarchy creation,
etc.) and can create all the files needed for
DON to successfully recreate simulations. 
MAGIC is a freely distributable, stand-
alone executable that runs on Windows
XP (or later) operating systems.  All that
is required is to provide MAGIC with the
simulation data (models, images,
telemetry, etc.) and a configuration file
instructing MAGIC what it needs to do,
then press “Go!”.
This work was done by W.C. Herbert of
Kennedy Space Center. For further informa-
tion, contact the Kennedy Innovative Part-
nerships Program Office at (321) 861-7158.
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Policy-Based Management Natural Language Parser
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California
The Policy-Based Management Natu-
ral Language Parser (PBEM) is a rules-
based approach to enterprise manage-
ment that can be used to automate
certain management tasks. This parser
simplifies the management of a given
endeavor by establishing policies to
deal with situations that are likely to
occur. Policies are operating rules that
can be referred to as a means of main-
taining order, security, consistency, or
other ways of successfully furthering a
goal or mission. PBEM provides a way
of managing configuration of network
elements, applications, and processes
via a set of high-level rules or business
policies rather than managing individ-
ual elements, thus switching the control
to a higher level. This software allows
unique management rules (or com-
mands) to be specified and applied to a
cross-section of the Global Information
Grid (GIG).
This software embodies a parser that
is capable of recognizing and under-
standing conversational English. Be-
cause all possible dialect variants cannot
be anticipated, a unique capability was
developed that parses passed on conver-
sation intent rather than the exact way
the words are used. This software can in-
crease productivity by enabling a user to
converse with the system in conversa-
tional English to define network poli-
cies. PBEM can be used in both manned
and unmanned science-gathering pro-
grams. Because policy statements can be
domain-independent, this software can
be applied equally to a wide variety of
applications.
This work was done by Mark James of Cal-
tech for NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
Further information is contained in a TSP
(see page 1).
This software is available for commercial li-
censing. Please contact Karina Edmonds of
the California Institute of Technology at
(626) 395-2322. Refer to NPO-45816.
